Abstract

Logistics, as defined by the Council of Logistics Management, “is that part of the supply chain process that plans, implements and controls the efficient, effective flow and storage of goods, services and related information from the point of origin to the point of consumption in order to meet customer’s requirements.” To make this happen, transportation, distribution,
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warehousing, purchasing and order management organizations must execute together. Traditional approaches used by any environment using old systems stitched together by spreadsheets and manual procedure could not cope with the exploding complexity. They diverge in maturity and scope of coverage. The traditional Logistics tool is very slow in process execution and they lack of automation and decisions. By the use of multi-agent base architecture for Supply chain Logistics, it over comes the limitation of traditional logistics tools. In this paper we will show how Multi-agent Software ( MAS) architecture interacts in the integrated Logistics architecture with the help of various intelligent agents to overcome limitations of Traditional approaches. Second aim is to design a flexible architecture that can deal with next generation supply chain problems based on a multi-agent architecture. Here in this article, a multi agent system has been developed to simulate a multi supply chain logistics. Each entity is modeled as one agent and their coordination and negotiation mechanism help an organization to control inventories and minimize the total cost of SC by sharing information and forecasting knowledge.
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